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Econ 311, Test 2, Spring 2013 

Last Name_________________ First Name_____________________ 

Note: (1) Round your answer to 2 decimal spaces; (2) Show me your work in details; (3) Circle your final answer. 

 

We have a sample of following variables: bwght is birth weight (ounce) of a newborn baby; cigs is the number of 

cigarettes a mother smokes during the pregnancy, cigs=0 if a mother does not smoke; faminc is the family income (in 

$1000) in 1988.  

The Stata command reg bwght cigs faminc reports the below table 

 

Q1 (1 point): How to interpret the slope coefficient of cigs  ̂            ? 

 

 

 

 

Q2 (1 point): Does family income matter for the birth weight? Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 (2 point): How to interpret          ? Is this regression useless because    is so low? 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     116.9741   1.048984   111.51   0.000     114.9164    119.0319
      faminc     .0927647   .0291879     3.18   0.002     .0355075    .1500219
        cigs    -.4634075   .0915768    -5.06   0.000    -.6430518   -.2837633
                                                                              
       bwght        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total     574611.72  1387  414.283864           Root MSE      =  20.063
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0284
    Residual    557485.511  1385  402.516614           R-squared     =  0.0298
       Model    17126.2088     2  8563.10442           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  2,  1385) =   21.27
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1388

. reg bwght cigs faminc
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Q4 (1 point): Find the predicted birth weight if a mother does not smoke during the pregnancy and the family income is 

50 thousand dollars in 1988. 

 

 

 

Q5 (1 point): Suppose one pound equals 16 ounces. Find the new slope coefficient of cigs if we change the measurement 

of bwght to pound and run the same regression. 

 

 

 

 

Q6 (2 point): The following command 

 

shows that out of the 1388 observations, 1176 mothers do not smoke. Please explain what would happen to the t 

statistic of  ̂  if we conduct the following stata command 

reg bwght cigs faminc if cigs>0 

 

 

 

 

Q7 (1 point): We run an auxiliary regression reg cigs faminc and get 

 

Next we run a simple regression 

reg bwght cigs  

 1176
. count if cigs==0

                                                                              
       _cons     3.688107   .2912973    12.66   0.000     3.116676    4.259538
      faminc    -.0551538   .0084321    -6.54   0.000    -.0716948   -.0386129
                                                                              
        cigs        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    49478.4517  1387  35.6730005           Root MSE      =  5.8847
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0292
    Residual    47996.8419  1386  34.6297561           R-squared     =  0.0299
       Model    1481.60979     1  1481.60979           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,  1386) =   42.78
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1388

. reg cigs faminc
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Is the regressor cigs exogenous or endogenous in the simple regression? Why? 

 

 

 

Q8 (2 point) Is the coefficient of cigs in the simple regression an unbiased estimate for the causal effect of smoking on 

birth weight? If it is biased, does it overestimate or underestimate the causal effect? Why? 

 

 

 

 

Q9 (1 point) Please describe how to modify the regression so that the effect of cigs on bwght is allowed to depend on 

the family income. Please tell me explicitly what is the dependent variables, and what are the independent variables. 

 

 

 

 

Q10 (1 point) we generate the log of birth weight and rerun the regression using the log birth weight as the dependent 

variable. The result is 

  

Please interpret the slope coefficient of cigs  ̂             

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     4.743957   .0098431   481.96   0.000     4.724648    4.763266
      faminc     .0008437   .0002739     3.08   0.002     .0003065     .001381
        cigs    -.0040326   .0008593    -4.69   0.000    -.0057182   -.0023469
                                                                              
    logbwght        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    50.4203336  1387  .036352079           Root MSE      =  .18826
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0251
    Residual    49.0861932  1385  .035441295           R-squared     =  0.0265
       Model    1.33414043     2  .667070216           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  2,  1385) =   18.82
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1388

. reg logbwght cigs faminc

. gen logbwght = log(bwght)
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Q11 (1 point) Continue Q10. As the family income rises, what will happen to the birth weight, at constant, increasing or 

decreasing rate? 

 

 

 

 

 

Q12 (2 points). Please describe in detail how to test the hypothesis that faminc and cigs have equal effects on bwght. 

How to specify the regression? What is the null hypothesis? How to specify the restricted regression and obtain the F 

statistic? How to draw conclusion based on the F statistic? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q13 (1 point) The dummy variable white = 1 if a mother is white, and =0 if nonwhite. The stata command  

reg bwght white gives the following results  

 

Please interpret the intercept  ̂           and slope  ̂           

 

 

 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     113.7692   1.167994    97.41   0.000      111.478    116.0605
       white     6.284029   1.318626     4.77   0.000     3.697311    8.870747
                                                                              
       bwght        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total     574611.72  1387  414.283864           Root MSE      =  20.197
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0154
    Residual    565347.988  1386  407.898981           R-squared     =  0.0161
       Model    9263.73189     1  9263.73189           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,  1386) =   22.71
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1388

. reg bwght white
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Q14 (1 point). Continue Q13. How much is the two-sample t statistic when we compare the average birth wage of a 

white mother to a nonwhite mother? What is the conclusion based on the  two-sample t statistic? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q15 (2 points). Please describe in detail how to run the Chow test for the null hypothesis that the relationship between 

birth weight and cigs does not depend on whether a mother is white. How to specify the unrestricted regression? How 

to specify the restricted regression and obtain the F statistic? How to draw conclusion based on the F statistic? Should 

we run two separate regressions, one for white mother, and one for nonwhite mother, if the p-value of the F test is 

greater than 0.05? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


